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 In blackness whooing of two owls close to the ear loudly 
on bothsides, one’s hearing is not an action on one’s part and there 
is clear, black, soft. After the rain — the entire rungs — plateaux 
flooded — the cattle floating on the green rises, that were beside 
one — the rises horizontally were in-stilled by frogs, croaks as 
singing separate from evening light yet the rises existing as that. 
Before the floating cattle float from one’s mouth, without one 
hearing. Hearing is a state of bliss. The cattle emerging from one’s 
mouth — are not one — one doesn’t hear them there. Having the 
sensation that hearing is going to occur — one has a sensation of 
bliss separately, prior, yet not a memory there or in the future. 

(LS)

 I begin hearing ‘during rain twittering’ and stop to hear 
it still, as ease. To hear is to run oneself through the air. Later, 
we speak on the phone, sounds against the ear, of your going to 
Japan. I say something about power and play, what this was I don’t 
remember now, then, laughing together, we come to the hearing of 
anger — pounding in the head, the voices and their counters, the 
doubles, echoes. Clattering to the end organs in the labyrinth (of 
the inner ear), as I write (silence), there are sounds on (or from?) 
the street, glass shattering. The echoes, as I’ve just called them, in 
anger, constitute its loudness; they aren’t its after-effects but its 
essence — its sound. Then we whoop out, in friendship, at ease.

(LH)

 hearing as only in the sound’s beginning — occurrence 
— not memory, hearing is state of bliss — I thought. because it 
is — they are run through the air as being not-one. then memory 
occurs in conversation (‘rungs’) of ‘anger’ (?), as transmission 
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non-stop at night in silence where within one the wild hell of voices 
only sounds that can’t be stopped [as they] have been released in 
one. ‘hell’ recurs yet also bliss. they aren’t memory. they are ‘then’ 
distortion of sound (as if light years, temporal yet impermanence 
and so hell) as one’s imitation of other’s movements to oneself, 
one not hearing movements. They’re transmitted becoming sound 
at night, sometimes. In Kyoto, the freezing clear sky transmitting 
nothing impermanence waves the huge crows rowing not within the 
cawing-craa — there — a small child behind me, him at the age of 
just beginning to speak. begin-hearing an utterly open craa — as I 
was — lifted his face up to it and loudly transmitted the same craa 
— turning to verify to the woman by him from whom he’s begun

(LS)

 Sound is thrown ‘to the winds.’ It is blissful to hear at 
the moment of incipience, at the moment when it is first (finally) 
possible — thrown to crowded rooms, to splattered fields, to 
vortical patterns in the absolute dark between choruses. Hearing 
occurs as switching — i.e., becoming pertinent — occurs. In 
pedaling, sound is pedaled, and the sound thought speeds toward 
some emotionally crushed or crushing ‘Margaret’ or ‘Ivan’ or 
‘Alice’ — snapped sweeping in the early morning hours when 
there’s almost no traffic noise, none that one is consciously coiling 
into zero — i.e., stopping — canceling, as upsetting experience or 
banal information.

(LH)

 Hearing as being the sound itself — as being itself the 
dark pedaled — when there is not stopping it in one, in being 
impermanence. If sound is pedaled the dark a petal — traffic is 
sweeping in the early morning hours, [the early] not beginning 
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anywhere. At least it isn’t beginning ‘there,’ any more than in the 
sailing-weighing open-crow rotting the inner cold bright air, as 
‘rotting’ or ‘rowing’ are equidistant as sky [only] that’s space’s. 
The crow’s a petal? — therefore it’s sound? What’s the relation of 
cognition in identifying out man-demon (whose activity is that) 
and hearing in one?

(LS)

 There’s a hole in the wall, but for this to be the case, the 
wall had to exist before the hole — as hearing. Hearing occurs at 
the beginning — rowing at the wall. But (again) rowing is ahead of 
the wall. And so on. I want to say it (rowing hearing wall) is ‘saved 
for the beginning,’ but that would be a future beginning and thus 
not correspond to what I intuit as ‘bliss,’ which is real incipience, 
of an entirely new thing, something unanticipated. In the realm of 
hearing, anticipation does, of course, occur — there is a ‘waiting 
to hear,’ for example, of a report which is to be given to a person in 
doubt. But at the moment of actually hearing it, whether the report 
is ‘good’ or ‘bad,’ the hearing itself, as hearing, occurs in a moment 
of absolute freedom, utter deracination, floating — ‘rowing wall.’

(LH)

 Deracination as only hearing [bliss] — is (?) one being in a 
state of space as hearing — petal — as rowing wall(?) So it is only 
beginning — or it would be ‘at the same time’ — hearing also. 
Petal as rowing is ‘at the same time’ (as rowing). Past hearing in 
anticipation — is only rowing wall future — wall of crow rowing, 
yet hearing only the rowing, parts. Hearing the reports parts — 
petal wall as hearing — so hole as evening is in hearing

(LS)
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 Hearing stubborn sirens leap to iron flowers only, in gift 
(moment) silence (no thanks — thanks would cancel it), soaked 
and having gift, having to imagine clams spitting, siphons extended 
from anchorage (their bundle) in conflict producing tiny whistles, 
rolling war hearing — immersions living. The auditor’s querying 
‘what rooting?’ later given, now (deracinated) at ease moving. 

(LH)

 Sound does not compete — stubborn sirens may be one — 
but petals exist in one hearing — their going on deracinated and 
in ease. There is ease? Not one. Felt as the siren of a fire engine — 
its wail isn’t competing with anything — whales leaping. Whales 
leaping in evening are holes silent in one and one hearing them as 
that — a bird singing at this instant. Stubborn evening then whales 
don’t compete with evening. 

(LS)

 The whales are leaves falling on stone in the dark. The air 
carries bass notes from a jukebox in a bar past a couple on the 
pier, he humming, she slipping her hands under the surface of the 
water. She says, Try it, her hand closing in the water, look what she 
has. The tide is rising, you can hear it — washing their story from 
its page, leaving only the sound. Now the couple has it and the 
whale resumes. 

(LH)

 Wind far off blowing shells on the aquamarine ocean, 
so not dark at all — the ‘shells’ are wind’s ‘marks’ on the ocean, 
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its waves, people seeking for ivory on it. As couples, the huge 
dark whales are in the numerous tiny shoaled waves there, a 
pinging noise from the whales. They’re not swimming, blowing. 
Shallow on the surface with the singeing ‘ping’ occurring below, a 
subterrain. The shallow and the subterrain (at once) are the burial 
ground for the elephants. The whales are leaves falling on stone in 
the dark neither in the waves or the ‘pinging’ heard, herd then — 
not ‘by’ or beside anyone but as the whales are in dark at evening. 

(LS)

 Music begins in an instant and slowly divides it. The tuba 
in the dark (of course this is magical thinking) turns the bend 
of the fetid river (frogs by the hour leaning, then in the moment 
leaping) which sound shores — it has been blowing all its life, 
and though hearing can’t avoid being compromised, slackened, 
music means to enrich a behavior which is innocently verbal: 
animal singing (thinking), pinging tinged. It’s dubbed (modulated) 
‘unfinished’ always — it’s eluding the punchline of a musical joke 
(the oom-pah). 

(LH)

 Early-morning-cars-bead, there’s no ‘then’ as connective 
or singing? “Sometimes I can remember everything, my dreams.” 
Seal-hose on sand in front of ocean. — Curled hair-pin-form seal 
— neck-hose — is before ocean. One’s thinking is a hole [or hole 
in it, one not hearing it]. In one, or both of the horizons. Pair. 
The hole is blowing. Seal under day-moon ‘by’ people walking. 
— Cello instrument’s is thinking — without them, before them. 
It is the dark at evening. “Innocent” means without recognition? 
— outside of it [noticing before recognition by hearing, which is 
bliss, the noticing], on a sleigh on grass. Frogs have no behavior 
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blowing on grass that’s visible. Meadow of yellow hemp below 
sleigh is still. 

(LS)

 Siren standing, no time (woman with swollen foot 
passes) at all fading into the divided moment, a gun firing. It 
sounds like something funky’s going on (the private instrument 
blowing publicly flesh but never [like the whale] made explicit). 
The standing of the siren in a danse macabre like a gentle scalpel 
touching lunatic matter (yellow meadow) into which, if it moved, 
it would disappear — the siren then leaning against the side of the 
face, near the ear — it is fixed against the loss of evening (time). 
So early morning is restored, with the woman tuning her cello (for 
privacy), hearing working something between public and private. 

(LH)

 Scalpel drawn to a people fishy-tailed their flesh as on 
yellow meadow, hearing being fixed in one is lunatic matter there 
— people are hearing themselves. At night turning. People running 
in night. — Hearing oneself as if a thick tail is in one other. A 
sense of a tail being one’s mouth, a scalpel is evening. Outside is a 
rim in one there, cello. — Evening and cello are a single ear — it 
floats as lightning as packed-thunder flattens the horizon on land. 
The flattened crashing land is ear in evening. Sirens whale in the 
street, people strut in the evening’s humidity. The street crashing 
floats in the lightning and illuminates a person’s ear — only [so 
that is between public and private in space there at evening] seen.

(LS)
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